
------- Open letter to NDSU President Bresciani. 

NDSU and Planned Parenthood (PP) of ND, MN and SD once again have 

announced their partnership in the "Safe Spaces" outreach program to be held in 

several cities throughout North Dakota in June. This program is for teachers to 

receive instruction (and credit) for reliable sexual health information. 

The below signers are expressing their deep concern over NDSU's continued 

partnership with PP, the nations largest abortion provider. Not only is it against 

the expressed intent of our state to promote abortion and abortion organizations, 

but PP is currently under federal investigation for human rights violations. 

We understand that there is faculty liberty to conduct research and instruction 

germane to any subject they may teach, however this goes far beyond this scope 

as it is outreach into the public-school system of our state. It is nothing short of 

PP inserting their radical agenda into our K-12 school via teacher who instruct 

these young students. We understand it is a federally funded program, however 

NDSU via their leadership can certainly affect a change to this and trust that ND K-

12 students, including at risk students which are targeted by this NDSU/PP 

partnership, are well instructed through the programs DPI offers. There have 

been no known requests at the DPI from any teachers for this program. 

It is the intent of the below signed to assure that NDSU ceases to partner with PP 

and in order to do so we are committed to decrease state funding to NDSU equal 

to the amount provided federally for this undesirable program. 

PP of ND, SD and MN are abortion providers in SD and MN and therefore it is to 

us a violation of the intent of the laws of ND for a state funded institution to 

partner with such in this outreach program. 
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